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Goal of the lectures today

Introduction to evolution and phylogeny

Nomenclature of trees

Four stages of molecular phylogeny:
[1] selecting sequences
[2] multiple sequence alignment[2] multiple sequence alignment
[3] tree-building
[4] tree evaluation

Practical approaches to making trees



Introduction

Charles Darwin’s 1859 book (On the Origin of Species
By Means of Natural Selection or the PreservationBy Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life) introduced
the theory of evolution. 

To Darwin, the struggle for existence induces a natural
selection. Offspring are dissimilar from their parentsp g p
(that is, variability exists), and individuals that are more
fit for a given environment are selected for. In this way,
over long periods of time species evolve Groups ofover long periods of time, species evolve. Groups of 
organisms change over time so that descendants differ
structurally and functionally from their ancestors.
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Darwin says:
• “As many more individuals of each species are born than
• can possibly survive, and as, consequently, there is a

f tl i t l f i t it f ll th t• frequently recurring struggle for existence, it follows that any
• being, if it vary slightly in any manner profitable to itself,
• under the complex and sometimes varying conditions of life,p y g ,
• will have a better chance of surviving, and thus be naturally
• selected.”



Introduction

Darwin did not understand the mechanisms by which
hereditary changes occur In the 1920s and 1930shereditary changes occur. In the 1920s and 1930s, 
a synthesis occurred between Darwinism and 
Mendel’s principles of inheritance.

The basic processes of evolution are
[1] mutation, and also[ ] ,
[2] genetic recombination as two sources of variability;
[3] chromosomal organization (and its variation);
[4] natural selection[4] natural selection 
[5] reproductive isolation, which constrains the effects

of selection on populations
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Introduction

At the molecular level, evolution is a process of
mutation with selectionmutation with selection. 

Molecular evolution is the study of changes in genes
and proteins throughout different branches of the 
tree of life. 

Phylogeny is the inference of evolutionary relationships.
Traditionally, phylogeny relied on the comparison
of morphological features between organisms Todayof morphological features between organisms. Today,
molecular sequence data are also used for phylogenetic
analyses.
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IntroductionIntroduction

PHYLOGENY (coined 1866 Haeckel)
phylo (race, class) + genia (origin)p y ( , ) g ( g )
the line of descent or evolutionary
development of any plant or animalp y p
species

the origin and evolution of a division, group
or race of animals or plantsor race of animals or plants



Historical background

Studies of molecular evolution began with the firstStudies of molecular evolution began with the first
sequencing of proteins, beginning in the 1950s.

In 1953 Frederick Sanger and colleagues determinedIn 1953 Frederick Sanger and colleagues determined
the primary amino acid sequence of insulin.

(The accession number of human insulin is NP_000198)
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Sanger and colleagues sequenced insulin (1950s)Sanger and colleagues sequenced insulin (1950s)

Human      CGERGFFYTPKTRREAEDLQVGQVELGGGPGAGSLQPLALEGSLQKRGIVEQCCTSICSLYQLEN
chimpanzee CGERGFFYTPKTRREAEDLQVGQVELGGGPGAGSLQPLALEGSLQKRGIVEQCCTSICSLYQLEN
rabbit     CGERGFFYTPKSRREVEELQVGQAELGGGPGAGGLQPSALELALQKRGIVEQCCTSICSLYQLEN
dog CGERGFFYTPKARREVEDLQVRDVELAGAPGEGGLQPLALEGALQKRGIVEQCCTSICSLYQLENdog        CGERGFFYTPKARREVEDLQVRDVELAGAPGEGGLQPLALEGALQKRGIVEQCCTSICSLYQLEN
horse      CGERGFFYTPKAXXEAEDPQVGEVELGGGPGLGGLQPLALAGPQQXXGIVEQCCTGICSLYQLEN
mouse      CGERGFFYTPMSRREVEDPQVAQLELGGGPGAGDLQTLALEVAQQKRGIVDQCCTSICSLYQLEN
rat        CGERGFFYTPMSRREVEDPQVAQLELGGGPGAGDLQTLALEVARQKRGIVDQCCTSICSLYQLEN
pig        CGERGFFYTPKARREAENPQAGAVELGG--GLGGLQALALEGPPQKRGIVEQCCTSICSLYQLEN
chicken    CGERGFFYSPKARRDVEQPLVSSPLRG---EAGVLPFQQEEYEKVKRGIVEQCCHNTCSLYQLEN
sheep      CGERGFFYTPKARREVEGPQVGALELAGGPGAG-----GLEGPPQKRGIVEQCCAGVCSLYQLEN
bovine     CGERGFFYTPKARREVEGPQVGALELAGGPGAG-----GLEGPPQKRGIVEQCCASVCSLYQLEN 
whale      CGERGFFYTPKA-----------------------------------GIVEQCCTSICSLYQLEN
elephant CGERGFFYTPKT-----------------------------------GIVEQCCTGVCSLYQLENelephant   CGERGFFYTPKT GIVEQCCTGVCSLYQLEN

We can make a multiple sequence alignment of insulins
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p q g
from various species, and see conserved regions…



Mature insulin consists of an A chain and B chain
h t di t d b di l hid b idheterodimer connected by disulphide bridges

The signal peptide and C peptide are cleaved,
and their sequences display fewer

Fig. 11.1
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functional constraints.



Fig. 11.1
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Fig. 11.1
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Note the sequence divergence in the 
disulfide loop region of the A chain



Historical background: insulin

By the 1950s, it became clear that amino acidBy the 1950s, it became clear that amino acid 
substitutions occur nonrandomly. For example, Sanger 
and colleagues noted that most amino acid changes in the 
insulin A chain are restricted to a disulfide loop regioninsulin A chain are restricted to a disulfide loop region.
Such differences are called “neutral” changes
(Kimura, 1968; Jukes and Cantor, 1969).

Subsequent studies at the DNA level showed that rate of
nucleotide (and of amino acid) substitution is about six-( )
to ten-fold higher in the C peptide, relative to the A and B
chains.  
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0.1 x 10-9

0.1 x 10-91 x 10-9

Fig. 11.1
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Historical background: insulin

Surprisingly, insulin from the guinea pig (and from theSurprisingly, insulin from the guinea pig (and from the 
related coypu) evolve seven times faster than insulin
from other species. Why?

The answer is that guinea pig and coypu insulin
do not bind two zinc ions, while insulin molecules from
most other species do. There was a relaxation on the
structural constraints of these molecules, and so 
the genes diverged rapidly.g g p y
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Guinea pig and coypu insulin have undergone an
extremely rapid rate of evolutionary changeextremely rapid rate of evolutionary change

Arrows indicate positions at which guinea pig 
insulin (A chain and B chain) differs 
from both human and mouse

Fig. 11.1
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from both human and mouse



Historical background

Oxytocin CYIQNCPLG
Vasopressin CYFQNCPRG

In the 1950s, other labs sequenced oxytocin and 
vasopressin. These peptides differ at only two amino
acid residues but they have distinctly different functionsacid residues, but they have distinctly different functions.
It became clear that there are significant structural and
functional consequences to changes in primary 

Fig. 11.2
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amino acid sequence.



Molecular clock hypothesis

In the 1960s, sequence data were accumulated for
small, abundant proteins such as globins,
cytochromes c, and fibrinopeptides. Some proteins
appeared to evolve slowly, while others evolvedappeared to evolve slowly, while others evolved
rapidly.

Linus Pauling Emanuel Margoliash and othersLinus Pauling, Emanuel Margoliash and others 
proposed the hypothesis of a molecular clock: 

For every given protein, the rate of molecular 
evolution is approximately constant in all 
evolutionary lineagesevolutionary lineages
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Molecular clock hypothesis

As an example, Richard Dickerson (1971) plotted data
from three protein families: cytochrome cfrom three protein families: cytochrome c, 
hemoglobin, and fibrinopeptides. 

The x-axis shows the divergence times of the species,
estimated from paleontological data. The y-axis shows
m, the corrected number of amino acid changes per , g p
100 residues. 

n is the observed number of amino acid changes pern is the observed number of amino acid changes per
100 residues, and it is corrected to m to account for
changes that occur but are not observed.
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Molecular clock hypothesis: conclusions

Dickerson drew the following conclusions:

• For each protein, the data lie on a straight line. Thus,
the rate of amino acid substitution has remained
constant for each protein.

• The average rate of change differs for each protein.g g p
The time for a 1% change to occur between two lines
of evolution is 20 MY (cytochrome c), 5.8 MY
(hemoglobin) and 1 1 MY (fibrinopeptides)(hemoglobin), and 1.1 MY (fibrinopeptides).

• The observed variations in rate of change reflect
functional constraints imposed by natural selection.
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Molecular clock hypothesis: implications

If protein sequences evolve at constant rates,
they can be used to estimate the times thatthey can be used to estimate the times that 
species diverged. This is analogous to dating
geological specimens by radioactive decay.
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Positive and negative selection

Darwin’s theory of evolution suggests that, at the 
phenotypic level traits in a population that enhancephenotypic level, traits in a population that enhance 
survival are selected for, while traits that reduce fitness 
are selected against. For example, among a group of 
i ff illi f i th t th i ff th tgiraffes millions of years in the past, those giraffes that 

had longer necks were able to reach higher foliage and 
were more reproductively successful than their shorter-
necked group members, that is, the taller giraffes were 
selected for. 

In the mid-20th century, a conventional view was that 
molecular sequences are routinely subject to positive 
(or negative) selection(or negative) selection.



Positive and negative selection

Darwin’s theory of evolution suggests that, at the 
phenotypic level traits in a population that enhancephenotypic level, traits in a population that enhance 
survival are selected for, while traits that reduce fitness 
are selected against. For example, among a group of 
i ff illi f i th t th i ff th tgiraffes millions of years in the past, those giraffes that 

had longer necks were able to reach higher foliage and 
were more reproductively successful than their shorter-
necked group members, that is, the taller giraffes were 
selected for. 

Positive selection occurs when a sequence undergoes 
significantly increased rates of substitution, while 
negative selection occurs when a sequence undergoesnegative selection occurs when a sequence undergoes 
change slowly. Otherwise, selection is neutral.



Neutral theory of evolution

An often-held view of evolution is that just as organisms
propagate through natural selection so also DNA andpropagate through natural selection, so also DNA and
protein molecules are selected for.

A di t M t Ki ’ 1968 t l thAccording to Motoo Kimura’s 1968 neutral theory
of molecular evolution, the vast majority of DNA
changes are not selected for in a Darwinian sense.
The main cause of evolutionary change is random
drift of mutant alleles that are selectively neutral
(or nearly neutral) Positive Darwinian selection does(or nearly neutral). Positive Darwinian selection does
occur, but it has a limited role.

As an example the divergent C peptide of insulinAs an example, the divergent C peptide of insulin
changes according to the neutral mutation rate. 
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Goals of molecular phylogeny

Phylogeny can answer questions such as:Phylogeny can answer questions such as:

• How many genes are related to my favorite gene?
W th ti t lik b h ?• Was the extinct quagga more like a zebra or a horse?

• Was Darwin correct that humans are closest
to chimps and gorillas?p g

• How related are whales, dolphins & porpoises to cows?
• Where and when did HIV originate?
• What is the history of life on earth?• What is the history of life on earth?



Molecular clock hypothesis: λ and PAM

The rate of amino acid substitution is measured by λ, 
the number of substitutions per amino acid site per yearthe number of substitutions per amino acid site per year. 

Consider serum albumin:

λ = 1.9 x 10-9

λ 109 = 1 9λ x 109 = 1.9

Dayhoff et al. reported the rate of
mutation acceptance for serum albumin as 19 PAMsmutation acceptance for serum albumin as 19 PAMs
per amino acid residue per 100 million years.
(19 subst./1 aa/108 years = 1.9 subst./100 aa/109 years)
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Molecular clock for proteins:
rate of substitutions per aa site per 109 years

Fibrinopeptides 9 0

rate of substitutions per aa site per 10 years 

Fibrinopeptides 9.0
Kappa casein 3.3
Lactalbumin 2.7
Serum albumin 1.9
Lysozyme 0.98
Trypsin 0.59yp
Insulin 0.44
Cytochrome c 0.22
Histone H2B 0 09Histone H2B 0.09
Ubiquitin 0.010
Histone H4 0.010

Table 11-1
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Partial alignment of histones from PFAM (λ = 0.05)

H2A1_HUMAN/4-119   R.KGNYAERV GAGAPVYLAA VLEYLTAEIL ELAGNAARDN KKTRIIPR 
H2A1_YEAST/3-120   R.RGNYAQRI GSGAPVYLTA VLEYLAAEIL ELAGNAARDN KKTRIIPR 
H2A3 VOLCA/5-119 K KGKYAERI GAGAPVYLAA VLEYLTAEVL ELAGNAARDN KKNRIVPRH2A3_VOLCA/5 119   K.KGKYAERI GAGAPVYLAA VLEYLTAEVL ELAGNAARDN KKNRIVPR 
H2A_PLAFA/5-120    K.KGKYAKRV GAGAPVYLAA VLEYLCAEIL ELAGNAARDN KKSRITPR 
H2A1_PEA/11-128    K.KGRYAQRV GTGAPVYLAA VLEYLAAEVL ELAGNAARDN KKNRISPR 
H2A1_TETPY/7-123   K.HGRYSERI GTGAPVYLAA VLEYLAAEVL ELAGNAAKDN KKTRIVPR 
H2AM RAT/4-116 K KGHPKYRI GVGAPVYMAA VLEYLTAEIL ELAGNAARDN KKGRVTPRH2AM_RAT/4 116     K.KGHPKYRI GVGAPVYMAA VLEYLTAEIL ELAGNAARDN KKGRVTPR 
H2A_EUGGR/18-134   R.AGRYAKRV GKGAPVYLAA VLEYLSAELL ELAGNASRDN KKKRITPR 
H2A2_XENLA/4-119   R.KGNYAERV GAGAPVYLAA VLEYLTAEIL ELAWERLPEI TKRPVLSP 
H2AV_CHICK/6-121   KTRTTSHGRV GATAAVYSAA ILEYLTAEVL ELAGNASKDL KVKRITPR 
H2AV TETTH/6-131 KGRVSAKNRV GATAAVYAAA ILEYLTAEVL ELAGNASKDF KVRRITPRH2AV_TETTH/6 131   KGRVSAKNRV GATAAVYAAA ILEYLTAEVL ELAGNASKDF KVRRITPR



Partial alignment of casein from PFAM (λ = 3.3)

CASK_BOVIN/2-190  VLSRYPSYGL NYYQQKPVAL .INNQFLPYP YYAKPAAVRS PAQILQWQVL 
CASK_CERNI/2-190  ALSRYPSYGL NYYQHRPVAL .INNQFLPYP YYVKPGAVRS PAQILQWQVL 
CASK CAMDR/1-182 VQSRYPSYGI NYYQHRLAVP INNQFIPYP NYAKPVAIRL HAQIPQCQALCASK_CAMDR/1 182  VQSRYPSYGI NYYQHRLAVP .INNQFIPYP NYAKPVAIRL HAQIPQCQAL 
CASK_PIG/2-188    MLNRFPSYGF .FYQHRSAVS .PNRQFIPYP YYARPVVAGP HAQKPQWQDQ 
CASK_HUMAN/1-182  VPNSYPYYGT NLYQRRPAIA .INNPYVPRT YYANPAVVRP HAQIPQRQYL 
CASK_RABIT/2-179  VMNRYPQYEP SYYLRRQAVP .TLNPFMLNP YYVKPIVFKP NVQVPHWQIL 
CASK CAVPO/2-181 VLNNYLRTAP SYYQNRASVP INNPYLCHL YYVPSFVLWA QGQIPKGPVSCASK_CAVPO/2 181  VLNNYLRTAP SYYQNRASVP .INNPYLCHL YYVPSFVLWA QGQIPKGPVS 
CASK_MOUSE/2-181  VLN.FNQYEP NYYHYRPSLP ATASPYMYYP LVVRLLLLRS PAPISKWQSM 
CASK_RAT/2-178    VLN.RNHYEP IYYHYRTSVP ..VSPYAYFP VGLKLLLLRS PAQILKWQPM



Most conserved proteins
in worm human and yeast

/ / t/

in worm, human, and yeast 

worm/ worm/ yeast/
Protein human yeast human
H4 histone 99% id 91% id 92 % id
H3.3 histone 99 89 90
Actin B 98 88 89
Ubiquitin 98 95 96Ubiquitin 98 95 96
Calmodulin 96 59 58
Tubulin 94 75 76

See Copley et al. (1999), who performed
reciprocal BLAST searchesp

Table 11-2
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Molecular clock hypothesis: implications

If protein sequences evolve at constant rates,
they can be used to estimate the times thatthey can be used to estimate the times that 
sequences diverged. This is analogous to dating
geological specimens by radioactive decay.
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Molecular clock hypothesis: implications

If protein sequences evolve at constant rates,
they can be used to estimate the times thatthey can be used to estimate the times that 
sequences diverged. This is analogous to dating
geological specimens by radioactive decay.

N = total number of substitutions
L = number of nucleotide sites comparedL = number of nucleotide sites compared

between two sequences

NK = = number of substitutions
per nucleotide site

N
L

Page 364
See Graur and Li (2000), p. 140



Rate of nucleotide substitution r
and time of divergence Tand time of divergence T

r = rate of substitution
= 0 56 x 10-9 per site per year for hemoglobin alpha= 0.56 x 10 9 per site per year for hemoglobin alpha

K = 0.093 = number of substitutions
per nucleotide site (rat versus human)

r = K / 2T
T = .093 / (2)(0.56 x 10-9) = 80 million years( )( ) y

Page 364See Graur and Li (2000), p. 140



Was the quagga (now extinct) more like a zebra or a horse?



Which species are the closest living relatives ofWhich species are the closest living relatives of 
modern humans?

Chimpanzees

GorillasHumans

Chimpanzees

BonobosBonobos

Gorillas Orangutans

MYA (Million Years Ago)

Orangutans Humans

MYA
015-30014

Mitochondrial DNA, most nuclear DNA-
encoded genes, and DNA/DNA hybridization 
all show that bonobos and chimpanzees are 
related more closely to humans than either

The pre-molecular view was that the great 
apes (chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans) 
formed a clade separate from humans, and 
h h di d f h l

( g )

related more closely to humans than either 
are to gorillas. that humans diverged from the apes at least 

15-30 MYA. 



Did the Florida Dentist infect his patients with p
HIV?DENTIST

Patient C
Patient A

Phylogenetic  tree
of HIV sequences
from the DENTIST, Patient A

Patient G
Patient B
Patient E

Yes:
The HIV sequences from
these patients fall within

from the DENTIST,
his Patients, & Local
HIV-infected People:

DENTIST
Patient A

Local control 2

these patients fall within
the clade of HIV sequences 
found in the dentist.

Patient F

Local control 3

Local control 9
No

Local control 9

Local control 35

Local control 3

Patient D No

From Ou et al. (1992) and Page & Holmes (1998)



Woese PNAS



Molecular phylogeny in bioinformatics

Many of the topics we have discussed so far involveMany of the topics we have discussed so far involve
explicit or implicit models of evolution.

Dayhoff et al. (1978) describe scoring matrices: “An 
accepted point mutation in a protein is a replacement of
one amino acid by another, accepted by natural selection.one amino acid by another, accepted by natural selection.
It is the result of two distinct processes: the first is the
occurrence of a mutation in the portion of the gene 
template producing one amino acid of a protein; thetemplate producing one amino acid of a protein; the 
second is the acceptance of the mutation by the species
as the new predominant form. 
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Molecular phylogeny in bioinformatics

Many of the topics we have discussed so far involveMany of the topics we have discussed so far involve
explicit or implicit models of evolution.

Feng and Doolittle (1987, p. 351) use the Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm “to achieve the multiple alignment
of a set of protein sequences and to construct anof a set of protein sequences and to construct an
evolutionary tree depicting their relationship. The
sequences are assumed a priori to share a common
ancestor and the trees are constructed from differentancestor, and the trees are constructed from different
matrices derived directly from the multiple alignment.”
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Molecular phylogeny: nomenclature of trees

There are two main kinds of information inherentThere are two main kinds of information inherent
to any tree: topology and branch lengths.

We will now describe the parts of a tree.
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Molecular phylogeny uses trees to depict evolutionary
relationships among organisms These trees are basedrelationships among organisms. These trees are based
upon DNA and protein sequence data.
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Fig. 11.4
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Tree nomenclature

taxon

A2 A

taxon
A

B

C

F

G
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Fig. 11.4
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Tree nomenclature

operational taxonomic unit (OTU)
such as a protein sequence

A2 A

taxon
such as a protein sequence

A

B

C

F
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Fig. 11.4
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Tree nomenclature

Node (intersection or terminating point

A2 A
branch

Node (intersection or terminating point
of two or more branches)

A

B

C

F

G
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Tree nomenclature

Branches are unscaled... Branches are scaled...

A

B

F

G2

1 1

2

1

2

2 A

B
C

1

C

D

HI

6
1

2

6

2

1

C

22

D

E

time

6

E
one unit

…branch lengths are
proportional to number of
amino acid changes

…OTUs are neatly aligned,
and nodes reflect time

amino acid changes
Fig. 11.4
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Tree nomenclature

bifurcating
internal

multifurcating

A2 A

internal
node

internal
node
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Fig. 11.5
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Tree nomenclature: clades

Clade ABF (monophyletic group)
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Fig. 11.4
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Tree nomenclature

A2 A

B

C

F

G

HI
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1 1
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Clade CDH

E

time

Fig. 11.4
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Tree nomenclature

Clade ABF/CDH/G
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Fig. 11.4
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Examples of clades

Lindblad-Toh et al., Nature
438: 803 (2005), fig. 10



Tree roots

The root of a phylogenetic tree represents theThe root of a phylogenetic tree represents the
common ancestor of the sequences. Some trees
are unrooted, and thus do not specify the common
ancestor.

A tree can be rooted using an outgroup (that is, aA tree can be rooted using an outgroup (that is, a
taxon known to be distantly related from all other
OTUs). 
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Tree nomenclature: roots

past
9

1

present 2 3 4

6

7 8 5

87

1

2present

1

4

5 4
2

3
6

R t d t U t d tRooted tree
(specifies evolutionary
path)

Unrooted tree

path)
Fig. 11.6
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Cl d b hCladogram: branch
lengths have no meaning,
no info on timing/extent of
divergence

Additive tree:
branch lengths
measure of
evolutionary
divergence

Ultrametric tree: same
constant rate of
mutation along all

Addition of an
outgroup (orange
bird) changes anbranches. Time and

number of mutations
are proportional
(molecular clock)

bird) changes an
unrooted tree (B) to
a rooted tree.



Tree nomenclature: outgroup rooting

past
9

10

root

present 2 3 4

6

7 8

2 3 4

7 9

10

8

present

1

4

5

R t d t

1 5 6
Outgroup

(used to place the root)Rooted tree (used to place the root)

Fig. 11.6
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Enumerating trees

Cavalii-Sforza and Edwards (1967) derived the number
of possible unrooted trees (NU) for n OTUs (n > 3):

NU = (2n-5)!
2n-3(n-3)!

The number of bifurcating rooted trees (NR)

NR = (2n-3)!
2( )NR  

For 10 OTUs (e.g. 10 DNA or protein sequences),
th b f ibl t d t i 34 illi

2n-2(n-2)!

the number of possible rooted trees is ≈ 34 million,
and the number of unrooted trees is ≈ 2 million.
Many tree-making algorithms can exhaustively 
examine every possible tree for up to ten to twelve
sequences. Page 368



Numbers of trees

Number Number of Number of 
of OTUs rooted trees unrooted trees
2 1 12 1 1
3 3 1
4 15 34 15 3
5 105 15
10 34 459 425 10510 34,459,425 105
20           8 x 1021 2 x 1020

Box 11-2
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Species trees versus gene/protein trees

Molecular evolutionary studies can be complicated

g

Molecular evolutionary studies can be complicated
by the fact that both species and genes evolve.
speciation usually occurs when a species becomes
reproductively isolated. In a species tree, each
internal node represents a speciation event.

Genes (and proteins) may duplicate or otherwise evolve
before or after any given speciation event. The topology
of a gene (or protein) based tree may differ from theof a gene (or protein) based tree may differ from the
topology of a species tree.
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Gene Tree vs. Species Treep

Th l ti hi t f fl t• The evolutionary history of genes reflects 
that of species that carry them, except if :
– horizontal transfer = gene transfer between 

species (e.g. bacteria, mitochondria)
G d li i h l / l– Gene duplication : orthology/ paralogy



Genes vs. Speciesp
Relationships calculated from sequence data represent the 

l ti hi b t thi i t il threlationships between genes, this is not necessarily the same 
as relationships between species.

Your sequence data may not have the same phylogeneticYour sequence data may not have the same phylogenetic 
history as the species from which they were isolated

Different genes evolve at different speeds and there isDifferent genes evolve at different speeds, and there is 
always the possibility of horizontal gene transfer 
(hybridization, vector mediated DNA movement, or direct 

t k f DNA)uptake of DNA).





A tree can be represented as a set ofA tree can be represented as a set of 
splits









Orthology / ParalogyOrthology / Paralogy
ancestral GNS gene

speciation

Homology: twogenesare homologous iff Rodents

speciation
duplication

Homology : two genesare homologous iff 
they have a common ancestor. 

Orthology : two genes are orthologous iff 
th di d f ll i i ti t

Primates
Rodents

GNS1 GNS2
they diverged following a speciation event. 

Paralogy : two genes are paralogous iff 
they diverged following a duplication y g g p
event. 

Orthology functional equivalence 
Human

GNS GNS1GNS1GNS2GNS2

!
Rat MouseRat Mouse















Synonymous and NonSynonymous and Non SynonymousSynonymousSynonymous and NonSynonymous and Non-- Synonymous Synonymous 
MutationsMutations

two possible mutation pathways that 
connect the aligned codons CAG and CGCChanges btw CG and AT: transversion

9 possible single nucleotid
Mutations of TCG tripletgChanges btw CG and AT: transversion

Changes btw CA, CT, AG and GT: transition

Mutations of TCG triplet



Identifying paralogs and orthologs via COGs and KOGsy g p g g
COG (Clusters of Orthologous Groups)
KOG (euKaryotic Orthologous Groups)
databases have been constructed using BLASTdatabases have been constructed using BLAST

Orthologous genes found as groups of genes that are
reciprocal best-scoring BLAST hits (BeTs) of each other

If all 3 genes in 3 species haveg p
each other as BeTs, then 3
genes form a COG



Building Phylogenies: Phenotype Information hasBuilding Phylogenies: Phenotype Information has 
problems

• Can be difficult to observe
– Bacteria

• Difficult to compare diverse species
– Plants, bacteria, animals, ,







Data for Building Phylogeniesg y g

• Numerical distance estimatesNumerical distance estimates
– distance matrix

Ch t i ti• Characteristics
– Traits (continuous or discrete)
– Biomolecular features
– character state matrix



Example of Character-based p e o C c e b sed
Phylogeny

A character state matrix
Taxon c1 c2 c3 c4 c5    c6

0  0  0  0  0  0

A 0    0     0     1      1     0

B 1    1     0     0      0     0

C 0     0    0     1      1     1

c1
c4

c
1  0  0  0  0  0 0  0  0  1  0  0

D 1     0    1     0      0     0

E 0     0    0     1      0     0
c2 c3

c5

c6

0  0  0  1   1  0

1  1  0  0  0  0
B D E A C

6

1  0  1  0  0  0 0  0  0  1  1  1



Different Kinds of Trees

• Order of evolutionOrder of evolution
– Rooted: indicates direction of evolution
– Unrooted: only reflects the distanceUnrooted: only reflects the distance

• Rate of evolution
Ed l th di t ( l d t )– Edge lengths: distance (scaled trees)

• Molecular clock: constant rate of evolution

Unscaled trees– Unscaled trees



Rooted and Unrooted Trees
• Most phylogenetic methods produce unrooted trees. This is 

because they detect differences between sequences but have nobecause they detect differences between sequences, but have no 
means to orient residue changes relatively to time.

• Two means to root an unrooted tree :
Th t th d i l d i th l i f– The outgroup method : include in the analysis a group of 
sequences known a priori to be external to the group under study; 
the root is by necessity on the branch joining the outgroup to other 
sequences.q

– Make the molecular clock hypothesis : all  lineages are supposed 
to have evolved with the same speed since divergence from their 
common ancestor. Root the tree at the midway point between the 
two most distant taxa in the tree, as determined by branch lengths.
The root is at the equidistant point from all tree leaves.



Rooting unrooted treesRooting unrooted trees

By outgroup:

outgroup

A
d (A,D) = 10 + 3 + 5 = 18

C10

3 2

By midpoint or distance:

d ( , ) 0 3 5 8
Midpoint = 18 / 2 = 9

B D2 5



Unrooted Tree

Rattus GallusMus
B

Gallus

0 02

Bos Homo
0.02



Rooted TreeRooted Tree
Gallus0.02

R tt

(chicken)

Rattus Rattus
Mus
Bos

Gallus

Mus Bos Homo

( )

H

Bos (cow)

Homo

Frog
Xenopus



Universal phylogenyUniversal phylogenyEucaryaEucarya Universal phylogenyUniversal phylogeny

deduced from comparison ofdeduced from comparison of

yy

(small subunit)
deduced from comparison of deduced from comparison of 
SSU and LSU rRNA SSU and LSU rRNA 
sequences (2508 homologous sequences (2508 homologous 
sites) using Kimura’s 2sites) using Kimura’s 2--
parameter distance and the NJparameter distance and the NJparameter distance and the NJ parameter distance and the NJ 
method. method. 

The absence of  root in this The absence of  root in this 
tree is expressed using atree is expressed using atree is expressed using a tree is expressed using a 
circular design.circular design.

BacteriaBacteria
ArchaArcha
eaea



Tree building Methodsg

• Character-based methods
– Maximum parsimony
– Maximum likelihood

• Distance-based methods
– UPGMAUPGMA
– NJ



Distances Measurements

It is often useful to measure the genetic distance between two 
species, between two populations, or even between two 
individuals.
The entire concept of numerical taxonomy is based on computing 
phylogenies from a table of distances. 
In the case of sequence data, pairwise distances must be calculated 
between all sequences that will be used to build the tree - thus q
creating a distance matrix.
Distance methods give a single measurement of the amount of 
evolutionary change between two sequences since divergence fromevolutionary change between two sequences since divergence from 
a  common ancestor.



Distance methodsDistance methods
Calculate the distance CORRECTING FOR MULTIPLE HITS

The Distance Matrix
Rat         0.0000  0.0646  0.1434  0.1456  0.3213  0.3213  0.7018
Mouse       0.0646  0.0000  0.1716  0.1743  0.3253  0.3743  0.7673
Rabbit      0.1434  0.1716  0.0000  0.0649  0.3582  0.3385  0.7522
Human       0.1456  0.1743  0.0649  0.0000  0.3299  0.2915  0.7116
Oppossum    0.3213  0.3253  0.3582  0.3299  0.0000  0.3279  0.6653
Chicken 0 3213 0 3743 0 3385 0 2915 0 3279 0 0000 0 5721Chicken     0.3213  0.3743  0.3385  0.2915  0.3279  0.0000  0.5721
Frog        0.7018  0.7673  0.7522  0.7116  0.6653  0.5721  0.0000



Clustering AlgorithmsClustering Algorithms

Clustering algorithms use distances to calculate g g
phylogenetic trees. These trees are based solely on the 
relative numbers of similarities and differences 
between a set of sequences.

Start with a matrix of pairwise distances

Cluster methods construct a tree by linking the least distant 
pairs of taxa, followed by successively more distant taxa. 



Minimum EvolutionMinimum Evolution

The total length of all branches in the treeThe total length of all branches in the tree 
should be a minimum

It has been shown that the minimum evolution 
tree is expected to be the true tree provided p p
branch lengths corrected for multiple hits



Distance Matrix Methods
• Given a pairwise distace matrix D
• Produce a tree such that the path distance between leaves i and j (sum of 

d i h i h h b i d j) l dedge weights in the path between i and j) equals dij
• Optimize the error between d and D

– Least square error metric: LSQ
LSQ(d D) = Σ Σ (d D )2– LSQ(d,D) =  Σ Σ (dij – Dij)2

– NP-complete
• Heuristics (usually based on agglomerative (group by group) clustering)

– UPGMA
– NJ
– Both assume additive distances

• implies that distance is a metric
symmetry– symmetry 

– triangle inequality
– d(x,y) = 0 iff x = y
– d(x,y) >= 0



Distance Measures
• DNA sequencesDNA sequences

– Percent Identities
P t i• Protein sequences
– PAM matrix



Example Tree and AdditiveExample Tree and Additive 
Matrix

A B C D E

A 0 10 12 8 7

2.5
3

A 0 10 12 8 7

B 0 4 4 14

C 0 6 16a
d

1.5

5 5

1
2

D 0 12

E 0

a

e cb

5.5
1 3

Th i t t ith dditi di tThere exists a tree with additive distances



Additive Trees from Additive 
M t iMatrices

• Verify that the distance matrix is additive 

• Choose a pair of objects, which results in the first path in the tree. 

• Choose a third object and establish the linear equations to let the object branch 
off the path. 

• Choose a pair of leaves in the tree constructed so far and compute the point at p p p
which a newly chosen object is inserted. 

1. The new path branches off an existing node in the tree: Do the insertion step 
once more in the branching pathonce more in the branching path. 

2. The new path branches off an edge in the tree: This insertion is finished. 



Example 
A C7

A
p

A B C D E

A 0 2 7 4 7

A C61

1 X C
B 0 7 4 7

C 0 7 6

B 1

A

C

11 5

D 0 7

E 0 B 1 2
DD

A 11 5E
A 2

E
3

C

1

B 1 2
D

6
A

C

1

B

1

1

2

2

3

D
NO!

B 1 2
D



Approximating Additive Matricesg

In practice the distance matrix between molecular sequences willIn practice, the distance matrix between molecular sequences will 
not be additive. 

A dditi t T h di t t i i t th iAn additive tree T whose distance matrix approximates the given 
one is used.

The methods for exact tree reconstruction provide an inventory for 
heuristics for tree construction based on approximating additive 
metricsmetrics. 

Heuristics give exact results when operating on additive metrics.



UPGMA

The simplest of the distance methods is the UPGMA (Unweighted p ( g
Pair Group Method using Arithmetic averages)

The PHYLIP programs DNADIST and PROTDIST calculate 
b l t i i di t b t f Th thabsolute pairwise distances between a group of sequences. Then the 

GCG program GROWTREE uses UPGMA to build a tree.

Many multiple alignment programs such as PILEUP use a variant ofMany multiple alignment programs  such as PILEUP use a variant of 
UPGMA to create a dendrogram of DNA sequences which is then 
used to guide the multiple alignment algorithm.



Tree-building methods: UPGMAg

UPGMA isUPGMA is 
unweighted pair group method
using arithmetic meanusing arithmetic mean

1 2

3
4

5

Fig. 11.17
Page 382



Tree-building methods: UPGMAg

St 1 t th i i di t f llStep 1: compute the pairwise distances of all
the proteins. Get ready to put the numbers 1-5
at the bottom of your new treeat the bottom of your new tree. 

1 2

3
4

5

Fig. 11.17
Page 382



Tree-building methods: UPGMAg

St 2 Fi d th t t i ith thStep 2: Find the two proteins with the 
smallest pairwise distance. Cluster them. 

1 2

6
3

4

5

1 2

Fig. 11.17
Page 382



Tree-building methods: UPGMAg

St 3 D it i Fi d th t t t iStep 3: Do it again. Find the next two proteins 
with the smallest pairwise distance. Cluster them. 

1 2

1 2

6

4 5

7

3
4

5

Fig. 11.17
Page 382



Tree-building methods: UPGMAg

St 4 K i Cl tStep 4: Keep going. Cluster. 

81 2

6
7

8

3
4

5 1 2

6

4 5 3

Fig. 11.17
Page 382



Tree-building methods: UPGMAg

St 4 L t l t ! Thi i tStep 4: Last cluster! This is your tree. 

9
1 2

7
8

3
4

5

1 2

6

4 5 31 2 4 5 3
Fig. 11.17
Page 382



Distance-based methods: UPGMA trees

UPGMA is a simple approach for making treesUPGMA is a simple approach for making trees.

• An UPGMA tree is always rooted.
• An assumption of the algorithm is that the molecular
clock is constant for sequences in the tree. If there
are unequal substitution rates, the tree may be wrong.are unequal substitution rates, the tree may be wrong.

• While UPGMA is simple, it is less accurate than the 
neighbor-joining approach (described next).
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Making trees using neighbor-joiningg g g j g

The neighbor-joining
method of Saitou and Neimethod of Saitou and Nei
(1987) Is especially useful
for making a tree having a 
large number of taxa.

Begin by placing all the taxa in a star-like structure.
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Tree-building methods: Neighbor joining

Next, identify neighbors (e.g. 1 and 2) that are most closely
related. Connect these neighbors to other OTUs via an
internal branch, XY. At each successive stage, minimize
the sum of the branch lengths. 

Fig. 11.18
Page 384

g



Tree-building methods: Neighbor joining

Define the distance from X to Y by 

dXY = 1/2(d1Y + d2Y – d12)

Fig. 11.18
Page 384



UPGMA
• Unweighted Pair-Group Method with 

Arithmetic MeanArithmetic Mean
– Sokal and Michener 1958

• Agglomerative clustering
• Ultrametric tree

– distances from root to all leaves are equal
• Cluster distances defined asCluster distances defined as



UPGMA Step 1UPGMA Step 1
combine B and C

Choose two clusters withChoose two clusters with
minimum distance and 
combine them A B C D Ecombine them A B C D E

A 0 10 12 8 7
B 0 4 4 14A

E

C 0 6 16
D 0 12
E 0

C

B
D



Updating distance 
A B C D E

A 0 10 12 8 7

B 0 4 4 14
p g

matrices
B 0 4 4 14

C 0 6 16

D 0 12

A
E

C2

E 0

A BC D E

A 0 11 8 7B
D

C
BC

2

2

i f l

A 0 11 8 7

BC 0 5 15

D 0 12

B

Distance of new cluster

Distance of new cluster
to nodes in the cluster
is half of original distance

D 0 12

E 0

Distance of new cluster
to other clusters is weighted 
mean of individual distances

is half of  original distance



UPGMA step 2UPGMA step 2
combine BC and D

A BC D E
A 0 11 8 7E
BC 0 5 15
D 0 12
E 0

A
E

C2
E 0

B
D

C
BC
2

B



Updating distance matricesUpdating distance matricesA BC D E
A 0 11 8 7
BC 0 5 15

E

D 0 12
E 0

A
E

C22.5
A BCD E

A 0 10 7
BD

C
BC
2

BCD
2.5

BCD 0 14

E 0

BD



UPGMA step 3UPGMA step 3
combine A and E

E

AE 3.53.5
A BCD E

A 0 10 7
BCD 0 14

A
E

C22.5 BCD 0 14
E 0

BD

C
BC
2

BCD
2.5

2.5

BD



Updating distance matricesp g

E

AE 3.53.5

AE BCD
AE 0 12

A
E

C22.5 AE 0 12
BCD 0

BD

C
BC
2

BCD
2.5

2.5

BD



UPGMA step 4UPGMA step 4
combine AE and BCD

E

AE 3.53.5

AE BCD
AE 0 12

A
E

C22.5 AE 0 12
BCD 0

BD

C
BC
2

BCD
2.5

2.5

BD



UPGMA Result

E

AE 3.53.52.5
A B C D E

A 0 10 12 8 7

A
E

C
BC

2
BCD

2.5

AEBCD

3.5
B 0 4 4 14

C 0 6 16

BD

BC
2

BCD
2.5 D 0 12

E 0

produced tree

D E 0



Actual tree

A B C D E

A 0 10 12 8 7E

AE 5.51.52.5

B 0 4 4 14

C 0 6 16

A
E

C
BC

3
BCD

23

D 0 12

E 0BD

BC
1

BCD
1

E 0

actual tree

D



Limitations of UPGMA
• Ultrametric tree

– Path distance from the root to each leaf is the 
same

Ult t i di t• Ultrametric distance
– Usual metric conditions

d( ) < [d( ) d( )]– d(x,y) <= max[d(x,z), d(y,z)]
• 2 largest distances in any group of 3 are equal
• meaning in a tree setting?meaning in a tree setting?

• UPGMA works correctly for ultrametric 
distancesd s ces

In mathematics, an ultrametric space is a special kind of metric space in which the triangle inequality is 
replaced with d(x, z) ≤ max{d(x, y), d(y, z)}. 



Neighbor Joining

The Neighbor Joining method is the most popular way 
to build trees from distance measurements 

(Saitou and Nei 1987, Mol. Biol. Evol. 4:406)

Neighbor Joining corrects the UPGMA method for its (frequently 
invalid) assumption that the same rate of evolution applies to each 
branch of a tree.
The distance matrix is adjusted for differences in the rate of 

evolution of each taxon (branch).

N i hb J i i h i th b t lt i i l ti t di dNeighbor Joining has given the best results in simulation studies and 
it is the most computationally efficient of the distance algorithms   (N. 
Saitou and T. Imanishi, Mol. Biol. Evol. 6:514 (1989)



Neighbor Joining (NJ)g g
• Saitou and Nei, 1987

– Join clusters that are close to each other and also far from the restJoin clusters that are close to each other and also far from the rest
• Produces unrooted tree
• NJ is a fast method, even for hundreds of sequences.
• The NJ tree is an approximation of the minimum evolution tree• The NJ tree is an approximation of the minimum evolution tree 

(that whose total branch length is minimum).
• In that sense, the NJ method is very similar to parsimony methods 

because branch lengths represent substitutionsbecause branch lengths represent substitutions.
• NJ always finds the correct tree if distances are additive (tree-like).
• NJ performs well when substitution rates vary among lineages. 

Thus NJ should find the correct tree if distances are well estimatedThus NJ should find the correct tree if distances are well estimated.



Neighbour JoiningNeighbour Joining

8
7 87

6

1

2

7

6

1

62

3

6

5
4

5
4

3

2
3



Algorithm g
• Define ui = Σ Dik / (n-2) 

f di f h d
k ≠i

– measure of average distance from other nodes

• Iterate until 2 nodes are left
choose pair (i j) with smallest D u u– choose pair (i,j)  with smallest  Dij – ui– uj 

• close to each other and far from others
– merge to a new node (ij) and update distance matrix

• Dk,(ij) = (Dik+ Djk- Dij)/2 -- consider the tree paths 
• Di,(ij) = (Dij+ ui– uj)/2 -- similarly
• Dj (ij) = Dij – Di (ij) -- similarlyDj,(ij)  Dij Di,(ij) similarly

– delete nodes i and j

• For the final group (i,j), use Dij as the edge weight.



Neighbor-Joining Result

A B C D E

A 0 10 12 8 7

AE 5.51.52.5 A 0 10 12 8 7

B 0 4 4 14

C 0 6 16

A
E

C323 C 0 6 16

D 0 12

BD

C
BC
1

BCD
1

23

E 0

actual tree

BD

actual tree



Cladistic methods 

Cladistic methods are based on the assumption that a set of p
sequences evolved from a common ancestor by a process of 
mutation and selection without mixing (hybridization or other 
horizontal gene transfers)horizontal gene transfers).

These methods work best if a specific tree, or at least an 
ancestral sequence, is already known so that comparisons can q , y p
be made between a finite number of alternate trees rather than 
calculating all possible trees for a given set of sequences. 



Stage 4: Tree-building methods

We will discuss four tree-building methods:

[1] distance-based 

[2] character based: maximum parsimony[2] character-based: maximum parsimony

[3] character- and model-based: maximum likelihood

[4] character- and model-based: Bayesian



Tree-building methods: character basedg

Rather than pairwise distances between proteins,
evaluate the aligned columns of amino acid
residues (characters)residues (characters).

Tree-building methods based on characters include
maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood.
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Making trees using character-based methods

The main idea of character-based methods is to find
h i h h h b h l h ibl

g g

the tree with the shortest branch lengths possible.
Thus we seek the most parsimonious (“simple”) tree.

cimrilik, pintilik, aşırı tutumluluk 
• Identify informative sites. For example, constant 
characters are not parsimony-informative.

• Construct trees, counting the number of changes
required to create each tree. For about 12 taxa or
f l ll ibl h i lfewer, evaluate all possible trees exhaustively; 
for >12 taxa perform a heuristic search.

• Select the shortest tree (or trees).
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As an example of tree-building using maximum p g g
parsimony, consider these four taxa:

AAG
AAA
GGAGGA
AGA

How might they have evolved from a 
common ancestor such as AAA?

Fig. 11.20
Page 385



Tree-building methods: Maximum parsimonyg p y

AAA
AAA

1 1 AGA AAA
AAA

1 2AAA AAA
AAA

1 1AAA1 2

1

AAGAAA GGAAGA AAGAGA AAAGGA AAGGGA AAAAGA

Cost = 3 Cost = 4 Cost = 4Cost  3 Cost  4 Cost  4

In maximum parsimony choose the tree(s) with theIn maximum parsimony, choose the tree(s) with the 
lowest cost (shortest branch lengths).

Fig. 11.20
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Parsimonyy

Parsimony is the most popular method for y p p
reconstructing ancestral relationships.

Parsimony allows the use of all known evolutionaryParsimony allows the use of all known evolutionary 
information in building a tree

In contrast, distance methods compress all of the differences , p
between pairs of sequences into a single number



Building Trees with ParsimonyBuilding Trees with Parsimony

Parsimony involves evaluating all possible trees andParsimony involves evaluating all possible trees and 
giving each a score based on the number of 
evolutionary changes that are needed to explain the 

b d dobserved data. 

The best tree is the one that requires the fewest base 
changes for all sequences to derive from a common 
ancestor.



Check each topologyCheck each topology
Count the minimum number of changes required to 
explain the data
Choose the tree with the smallest number of changes
Usually performs well with closely related sequences 
– but often performs badly with very distantly related 
sequences
With di t tl l t d h l bWith distantly related sequences homoplasy becomes 
a major problem



Parsimony ExampleParsimony Example

Consider four sequences: ATCG TTCGConsider four sequences: ATCG, TTCG, 
ATCC, and TCCG
Imagine a tree that branches at the firstImagine a tree that branches at the first 
position, grouping ATCG and ATCC on one 
branch, TTCG and TCCG on the other branch.branch, TTCG and TCCG on the other branch. 
Then each branch splits, for a total of 3 nodes
on the tree (Tree #1)on the tree (Tree #1)



Compare Tree #1 with one that first divides ATCC on its own 
branch, then splits off ATCG, and finally divides TTCG from 
TCCG  (Tree #2).

Trees #1 and #2 both have three nodes, but when all of the 
di b k h ( f d d) ddistances back to the root (# of nodes crossed) are summed, 
the total is equal to 8 for Tree #1 and  9 for Tree #2.

Tree #1 Tree #2



Stage 4: Tree-building methods

We will discuss four tree-building methods:

[1] distance-based 

[2] character based: maximum parsimony[2] character-based: maximum parsimony

[3] character- and model-based: maximum likelihood

[4] character- and model-based: Bayesian



Maximum LikelihoodMaximum Likelihood

Require a model of evolutionRequire a model of evolution
Each substitution has an associated likelihood 
given a branch of a certain lengthgiven a branch of a certain length
A function is derived to represent the 
likelihood of the data given the tree, branch-g ,
lengths and additional parameters
Function is minimized



Maximum Likelihood

• The method of Maximum Likelihood attempts to p
reconstruct a phylogeny using an explicit model of 
evolution.

• This method works best when it is used to test (or 
improve) an existing tree.

• Even with simple models of evolutionary change, the 
computational task is enormous, making this the 
slowest of all phylogenetic methods.



Models can be made more parameter rich to 
i th i liincrease their realism

• The most common additional parameters are:• The most common additional parameters are:
– A correction to allow different substitution rates for each 

type of nucleotide changeyp g
– A correction for the proportion of sites which are unable to 

change
– A correction for variable site rates at those sites which can 

change 
• The values of the additional parameters will be estimated inThe values of the additional parameters will be estimated in 

the process



Ancestral Sequences

• Maximum likelihood 
• predicts ancestral sequences at branch points in the tree 

(nodes)(nodes) 
• can provide information about the timing of the 

acquiring of a novel trait or mutation
• PAML (Phylogenetic Analysis using Maximum 

Likelihood)
Confidence intervals provided– Confidence intervals provided

– Selection can be inferred



Assumptions for Maximum LikelihoodAssumptions for Maximum Likelihood

• The frequencies of DNA transitions (C<->T,A<->G) andThe frequencies of DNA transitions (C T,A G) and 
transversions (C or T<->A or G). 

• The assumptions for protein sequence changes are taken from the 
PAM matrix - and are quite likely to be violated in “real” data.

• Since each nucleotide site evolves independently, the tree is 
calculated separately for each site The product of the likelihood'scalculated separately for each site. The product of the likelihood s 
for each site provides the overall likelihood of the observed data. 



Making trees using maximum likelihood

Maximum likelihood is an alternative to maximum

g g

Maximum likelihood is an alternative to maximum
parsimony. It is computationally intensive. A likelihood
is calculated for the probability of each residue in
an alignment, based upon some model of the
substitution process.

What are the tree topology and branch lengths that have the 
greatest likelihood of producing the observed data set?

ML is implemented in the TREE-PUZZLE program,
as well as PAUP and PHYLIP.
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Maximum likelihood: Tree-Puzzle

(1) Reconstruct all possible quartets A B C D(1) Reconstruct all possible quartets A, B, C, D. 
For 12 myoglobins there are 495 possible quartets.

(2) Puzzling step: begin with one quartet tree. 
N-4 sequences remain. Add them to the branches 
systematically, estimating the support for each internalsystematically, estimating the support for each internal 
branch. Report a consensus tree. 



Maximum likelihood tree



Quartet puzzling



Stage 4: Tree-building methods

We will discuss four tree-building methods:

[1] distance-based 

[2] character based: maximum parsimony[2] character-based: maximum parsimony

[3] character- and model-based: maximum likelihood

[4] character- and model-based: Bayesian



Bayesian inference of phylogeny with MrBayes

Calculate:

Pr [ Tree | Data] = 
Pr [ Data | Tree] x Pr [ Tree ]

Pr [ Data ]  

Pr [ Tree | Data ] is the posterior probability distribution ofPr [ Tree | Data ] is the posterior probability distribution of 
trees. Ideally this involves a summation over all possible trees. 
In practice, Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) are run to 
estimate the posterior probability distributionestimate the posterior probability distribution. 

Notably, Bayesian approaches require you to specify prior 
i b h d l f l iassumptions about the model of evolution.



Goals of the lecture

Introduction to evolution and phylogeny

Nomenclature of trees

Five stages of molecular phylogeny:
[1] selecting sequences
[2] multiple sequence alignment[2] multiple sequence alignment
[3] models of substitution
[4] tree-building
[5] l i[5] tree evaluation



Stage 5: Evaluating trees

The main criteria by which the accuracy of a

g g

The main criteria by which the accuracy of a 
phylogentic tree is assessed are consistency,
efficiency, and robustness. Evaluation of accuracy 
can refer to an approach (e.g. UPGMA) or 
to a particular tree.
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Stage 5: Evaluating trees: bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is a commonly used approach to
i h b f l

g g pp g

measuring the robustness of a tree topology.
Given a branching order, how consistently does
an algorithm find that branching order in a g g
randomly permuted version of the original data set?
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Stage 5: Evaluating trees: bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is a commonly used approach to
i h b f l

g g pp g

measuring the robustness of a tree topology.
Given a branching order, how consistently does
an algorithm find that branching order in a g g
randomly permuted version of the original data set?

To bootstrap make an artificial dataset obtained byTo bootstrap, make an artificial dataset obtained by 
randomly sampling columns from your multiple 
sequence alignment. Make the dataset the same size 

h i i l D 100 ( 1 000) b lias the original. Do 100 (to 1,000) bootstrap replicates.
Observe the percent of cases in which the assignment
of clades in the original tree is supported by the g pp y
bootstrap replicates. >70% is considered significant.
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MEGA for maximum parsimony (MP) trees

Bootstrap values show the percent of times each cladep p
is supported after a large number (n=500) of replicate
samplings of the data.



In 61% of the bootstrap
resamplings, ssrbp and btrbpp g , p p
(pig and cow RBP) formed a
distinct clade. In 39% of the 
cases another protein joinedcases, another protein joined
the clade (e.g. ecrbp), or one
of these two sequences joined
another clade.

Fig. 11.24
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The Molecular Clock
For a given protein the rate of sequence evolution isFor a given protein the rate of sequence evolution is 

approximately constant across lineages
Zuckerkandl and Pauling (1965)g ( )

This would allow speciation and duplication events to be dated 
accurately based on molecular dataaccurately based on molecular data

Local and approximate molecular clocks more reasonableLocal and approximate molecular clocks more reasonable



Rooting the Tree

• In an unrooted tree the direction of 
evolution is unknown

• The root is the hypothesized ancestor of the 
sequences in the tree

• The root can either be placed on a branch or 
at a node

• You should start by viewing an unrooted 
tree







Rooting Using an Outgroup

• The outgroup should be a sequence (or set of 
sequences) known to be less closely related to the rest 

f h h h h hof the sequences than they are to each other
• It should ideally be as closely related as possible to the 

rest of the sequences while still satisfying condition 1rest of the sequences while still satisfying condition 1
• The root must be somewhere between the outgroup 

and the rest (either on the node or in a branch)( )



Are there Correct trees??Are there Correct trees??
• Despite all of these caveats, it is actually quite simple to use 

computer programs calculate phylogenetic trees for data sets.

• Provided the data are clean, outgroups are correctly specified, 
appropriate algorithms are chosen no assumptions are violatedappropriate algorithms are chosen, no assumptions are violated, 
etc., can the true, correct tree be found and proven to be 

scientifically valid?

• Unfortunately, it is impossible to ever conclusively state what is  
the "true" tree for a group of sequences (or a group of organisms); 
taxonomy is constantly under revision as new data is gatheredtaxonomy is constantly under revision as new data is gathered.



Is my tree correct?Is my tree correct?

Bootstrap valuesBootstrap values
Bootstrapping is a statistical technique that can use random 
re-sampling of data to determine sampling error for tree 

l itopologies
• Leave-one-out methods

– (leave out a row not a species)(leave out a row, not a species)
• Agreement among the resulting trees is summarized with a 

majority-rule consensus tree
• Each branch of the tree is labelled with the % of bootstrap 

trees where it occurred.
• 80% is good less than 50% is bad• 80% is good, less than 50% is bad



C t S ft f Ph l tiComputer Software for Phylogenetics
Due to the lack of consensus among evolutionary g y
biologists about basic principles for phylogenetic 
analysis, it is not surprising that there is a wide array of 
computer software available for this purposecomputer software available for this purpose.
– PHYLIP is a free package that includes 30 programs that 

compute various phylogenetic algorithms on different kinds of 
data. Hard to use.

– CLUSTALX is a multiple alignment program that includes 
the ability to create tress based on Neighbor Joining. Verythe ability to create tress based on Neighbor Joining. Very 
easy to use, but NJ may not always be the best method to handle 
your data.



GCG Evolution programs

• Distances - simple distance matrix
• GrowTree - makes a graphic from a g p

Distance matrix - UPGMA or NJ
• PAUP - sophisticated, but fairly easy to usep , y y

– Includes NJ, Parsimony, and Max. Likelihood
– Also does bootstrappingpp g
– Text and PostScript output



Other Web Resources
• Joseph Felsenstein (author of PHYLIP) maintains a comprehensive 

list of Phylogeny programs at:
http://evolution genetics washington edu/phyliphttp://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip

/software.html

• Introduction to Phylogenetic Systematics,
Peter H Weston & Michael D Crisp Societ of A stralian S stematicPeter H. Weston & Michael D. Crisp, Society of Australian Systematic 
Biologists

http://www.science.uts.edu.au/sasb/WestonCrisp.html

• University of California Berkeley Museum of Paleontology• University of California, Berkeley Museum of Paleontology 
(UCMP)
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/clad/clad4.html



Software Hazards
• There are a variety of programs for Macs and PCs, but 

il ti hi f hyou can easily tie up your machine for many hours 
with even moderately sized data sets (i.e. fifty  300 bp 
sequences)

• Moving sequences into different programs can be a 
major hassle due to incompatible file formats.
J t b f i• Just because a program can perform a given 
computation on a set of data does not mean that that is 
the appropriate algorithm for that type of data.



Conclusions
Given the huge variety of methods for computing 

h l i h th bi l i t d t i h t iphylogenies, how can the biologist determine what is 
the best method for analyzing a given data set?
– Published papers that address phylogenetic issues generally make  p p p y g g y

use of several different algorithms and data sets in order to 
support their conclusions.  

– In some cases different methods of analysis can workIn some cases different methods of analysis can work 
synergistically

• Neighbor Joining methods generally produce just one tree, which can 
help to validate a tree built with the parsimony or maximum likelihoodp p y
method

– Using several alternate methods can give an indication of the 
robustness of a given conclusion.g



WWW Resources
PHYLIP : an extensive package of programs for all platforms
http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html

CLUSTALX b d li t it l f NJCLUSTALX : beyond alignment, it also performs NJ
PAUP* : a very performing commercial package
http://paup.csit.fsu.edu/index.html

PHYLO WIN : a graphical interface for ni onlPHYLO_WIN : a graphical interface, for unix only
http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/phylowin.html

MrBayes : Bayesian phylogenetic analysis 
http://morphbank.ebc.uu.se/mrbayes/http://morphbank.ebc.uu.se/mrbayes/

PHYML : fast maximum likelihood tree building
http://www.lirmm.fr/~guindon/phyml.html
WWW-interface at Institut Pasteur, Paris
http://bioweb.pasteur.fr/seqanal/phylogeny

Tree drawing
NJPLOT (f ll l tf )NJPLOT (for all platforms)
http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/njplot.html



http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/software.htmlp g g p y p

This site lists 200 phylogeny packages. Perhaps the best-p y g y p g p
known programs are PAUP (David Swofford and colleagues)
and PHYLIP (Joe Felsenstein).


